Name: ________________________________

Chapters 36 - 42

1.

2.

What did Stanley and Zero do to take their mind off of the situation?
a. tell jokes

b. do magic tricks

c. spell

d. math

What worried Stanley the most about something happening to him in the desert?
________________________________________________________________________________________

_____

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

3.

What were some of the signs that Stanley and Zero were getting closer to water?
________________________________________________________________________________________

_____

___________________________________________________________________________________________

4.

Stanley found something buried underneath the mud, what was it?
a. treasure

b. an onion

c. a music box

d. a diary
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Name: ___________________________________

Chapters 36 - 42

5.

What did Zero confess to Stanley, and what was his explanation for why he did it?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

6.

7.

What seemed to cure Zero of his sickness?
a. eating onions

b. drinking sploosh

c. sleep

d. the mountain air

Describe Stanley's feelings after Zero's confession.
________________________________________________________________________________________

_____

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

8.

At the end of Chapter 42, Stanley started thinking about the lipstick tube with KB on it.
What crazy idea followed?
________________________________________________________________________________________

_____

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Chapters 36 - 42

1.

2.

What did Stanley and Zero do to take their mind off of the situation? c
a. tell jokes

b. do magic tricks

c. spell

d. math

What worried Stanley the most about something happening to him in the desert?
The thing that worried Stanley the most about something happening to him in the
desert was that his parents would never know if he was dead or alive. He didn’t want
his parents to live on false hope, and he knew for them, their pain would never end.

3.

What were some of the signs that Stanley and Zero were getting closer to water?
Some of the signs that Stanley and Zero were getting closer to water was that there
were bugs, weeds, and mud. All of those things needed water to exist.

4.

Stanley found something buried underneath the mud, what was it? b
a. treasure

b. an onion

c. a music box

d. a diary
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ANSWER KEY

Chapters 36 - 42

5.

What did Zero confess to Stanley, and what was his
explanation for why he did it?
Zero confessed to Stanley that he was the one who stole Clyde Livingston's sneakers,
which made him the reason that Stanley was there. Zero told Stanley that he lived
on the streets his whole life and he always took what he needed to survive. In this case,
he needed shoes and thought that taking someone's old sneakers was better than
taking new sneakers. There was a sign, but he couldn’t read what it said, so he
took them, not thinking they were anything special.

6.

7.

What seemed to cure Zero of his sickness? a
a. eating onions

b. drinking sploosh

c. sleep

d. the mountain air

Describe Stanley's feelings after Zero's confession.
After hearing Zero's confession Stanley realized that he didn’t care, he was happy that
he got sent to Camp Green Lake. Before Camp Green Lake he was bullied at school,
had no friends, and was unhappy. Now, for the first time in his life, he liked himself, and
he was happy.

8.

At the end of Chapter 42, Stanley started thinking about the lipstick tube with KB on it.
What crazy idea followed?
Stanley started to think that if he found the lipstick tube with KB on it that maybe he
could also find her treasure that she buried. With this in mind, he woke up Zero
wondering if he would dig just one more hole.
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